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Exercise 1 

Complete the text with the suitable word 

wound  - bandage  - infection  - healed  - covered - painful    - burnt   - chemist     

Ответы  1) burnt   2) painful    3) covered  4) infection    5) wound  6) bandage   7) chemist    8) healed  

 

I was cooking last weekend and picked up a hot pan and 1) ______ myself. It was really 2) _______ . I held 

the burn under running water for fifteen minutes, then I 3) _______ it with a dressing. I made sure it was 

clean because you have to prevent 4) _______ .  

I cut my hand yesterday. I cleaned the 5)  ________  and washed the skin around it. I couldn`t find a 6) 

________ , so I went to the 7) ________ for one. I probably didn`t clean the wound properly, as it hasn`t 

8)______ well.  

 

Exercise 2  

Choose true or false?  

1.  If you come round, you are conscious.    True     False 

2. If you bang your head, it always bleeds.  True     False 

3. If you faint, you become unconscious.    True     False 

4. If you lose blood, you always faint          True     False 

5. A bruised knee looks blue.                       True     False 

6. A nasty burn is a serious burn.                 True     False 

7. It you slip, you can easily fall.                  True     False 

8. A swollen finger is bigger than usual.       True     False 

 

Exercise 3  

Choose the correct word from the list 

(выпадающий список)                       injured      

                                                              unconscious   

                                                              slipped    

                                                             came round    

                                                               bleeding 

 swollen 

                                                     

  

1) The ball hit him next to his eye; his eye was quite  ______  the next day. 

2) I _____ on the ice and fell over. 

3) He fainted, and when he ________ he didn`t  know where he was. 

4) Nobody was killed, but three people were _________in the accident. 

5) She hit her head on the door and fell _______ on the floor.  

6) My finger was _______ so I put a dressing on it. 
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ответы  

 1) swollen 

2) slipped 

3) came round 

4) injured 

5) unconscious 

6) bleeding 

 

Exercise 4 

Match the words to form a phrase  

1 black 

2 swollen 

3 broken 

4 blood 

5 bullet 

6 hospital 

 

wound 

treatment 

ankle 

ribs 

eye 

test 

 

ответы  1e) black eye    2c) swollen  ankle    3d)  broken  ribs    4f)  blood  test    5a) bullet 

wound   6b) hospital treatment 

 

 

 Exercise 5 

Read the definitions and type the guessed the word 

 

 

1) bangeda _______ - thin white cloth you tie around a cut or wound  (bandage) 

 

2) beedl______ -  lose blood from me body (bleed) 

 

3) dyzzi ____ - feeling as if everything is turning round and you might fall   (dizzy) 

 

4) symtopm ______ - a change in your body which causes illness  (symptom)  

 

5) intfecion  _____ -  an illness caused by bacteria or a virus   (infection) 

 


